Qin Shihuangdi (259–210 BC) was the first emperor of unified China. Although he was a controversial figure in Chinese history, he did contribute significantly to the development of China from different perspectives. One of his contributions to Chinese culture was the unification of Chinese writing, which has drawn debate in the academic field (Chen, 1997, pp. 594–6). The Shutongwen policy, the unification of writing, was the first intentional language-planning activity enforced by Chinese authority. It had a great impact on the further development of Chinese scripts and even Chinese culture (Li, 1985).

The implementation of the Shutongwen policy was triggered by both the political and linguistic situation during the Warring States period (475–221 BC). Before Qin Shihuangdi unified China in 221 BC, the whole country was segmented into seven states, namely Qi, Chu, Yan, Han, Zhao, Wei, and Qin. Each state ran its own administrative system and manifested different cultural characteristics. In terms of language, these states varied in dialects and writing regulations, which was obviously a negative factor for political unification. Among them, as Qiu Xigui (1988, p. 52) explained, the Chinese script in the Qin state was relatively conservative compared to the other six eastern states due to its remote geographical location. To facilitate intercourse between these states and later the transmission of military orders, Qing Shihuangdi promoted the unification of writing in conjunction with his political expansion (Chen, 1997).

Although scholars hold different views about the nature of the Shutongwen policy, due to the fact that no relevant documents have survived the Qin dynasty (Chen, 1997), to some extent they have reached consensus on the following. (1) Xiaozhuan, the Small Seal Script, was the official script for formal usage. (2) Lishu, the Clerical Script, was used more extensively in everyday life. (3) Scripts which were employed in the eastern states and were different from the Qin script were eliminated. During the process of codification, Li Si, the prime minister, was appointed to compile an index of Chinese characters and regulate the way of writing. According to Shuowen jiezi (Xu, 1996, p. 315), the first dictionary of Chinese characters in China, which was published in AD 121, Li Si suggested unifying all the Chinese characters when Qin Shihuangdi became the first emperor. However, recent studies (Chen, 2003; Galambos, 2006; Holm, 2010) indicate that the unification of scripts, which was a long process, started before Qin Shihuangdi unified China.

When Qin Shihuangdi unified China, the prime minister, Li Si, suggested unifying Chinese characters and abandoning scripts which were different from the writing in the Qin state. Li Si compiled Cangjiepian, Zhao Gao compiled Yuanlipian, and Hu Wujing compiled Boxuepian. All the scripts were Dazhuan, the Great Seal Script from Shizhou. Some scripts were simplified and modified. As a result, Xiaozhuan, the Small Seal Script, came into being. (Shuowen jiezi, preface, in Xu, 1996)
In light of the theory of language planning, codification is a crucial procedure for corpus planning (Haugen, 1966), which focuses on the language itself, such as orthography, compilation of dictionaries, reform of writing systems, and so on (Kloss, 1969). In a society, the prestige code which carries greater importance and enjoys a higher status will be chosen. The Small Seal Script, Xiaozhuan 小篆, which is based on Dazhuan 大篆, the Great Seal Script, according to Xu Shen, was used as the official script in the Qin Dynasty. However, Qiu Xigui (1988, p. 65) holds a different opinion. Qiu contends that the characters used in the Qin state from the Spring and Autumn Period had evolved gradually into the Small Seal Script (Qiu, 1988, p. 65). No matter how scholars interpret the term “Xiaozhuan” and its origin, they all agree that the official script promoted by Qin Shihuangdi is Xiaozhuan. As part of corpus planning, Li Si, Zhao Gao, and Hu Wujing compiled three textbooks, which are known as Sancang 三倉, containing 55 chapters with 60 characters in each chapter (Bodde, 1967, p. 150). These textbooks are the fundamental teaching materials in which standard Chinese characters in Xiaozhuan are provided.

With strong promotion and strict regulation, Xiaozhuan was introduced all over the country. It was used in all formal domains as the standard form 正體字, such as inscriptions, school textbooks, and so on. In the meantime, Lishu 隸書, the Clerical Script, was extensively used by the populace due to its simplified structure and straight strokes, which gradually developed into the standard script in the succeeding Han Dynasty. As a matter of fact, the use of Lishu is one of the contributions of Qin Shihuangdi (Li, 1985).

To summarize, Qin Shihuangdi was the first person in China who planned the Chinese script consciously to meet the needs of unification and communication among the people. What he did can be analyzed in the framework proposed by Haugen (1966), who divided language planning into four stages, namely norm selection, codification, implementation, and elaboration. Norm selection falls into the category of status planning since it promotes a prestige norm; the other three stages are regarded as corpus planning since they are related to the language itself. By selecting Xiaozhuan as a unifying script for the whole country, Qin Shihuangdi found a way to unite people with diverse dialectal backgrounds. This tradition was passed on dynasty after dynasty. In this sense, Qin Shihuangdi established a tradition of using a unified script which is hyper-dialect and hyper-region. Although Chinese script has evolved several times in the history of China, its function as a bridging form across geographical regions has never changed. The policy of Shoutongwen 書同文 by Qin Shihuangdi is indeed a great contribution to Chinese culture (Guo, 1972).
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